We perform dynamical simulations of a two-dimensional active nematic fluid in coexistence with an isotropic fluid. Drops of active nematic become elongated, and an effective anchoring develops at the nematic-isotropic interface. The activity also causes an undulatory instability of the interface. This results in defects of positive topological charge being ejected into the nematic, leaving the interface with a diffuse negative charge. Quenching the active lyotropic fluid results in a steady state in which phase-separating domains are elongated and then torn apart by active stirring.
Many biophysical nematic systems, including microtubule bundles [1] , cytoskeletal filaments ordered by molecular motors in motility assays [2] , actin filaments [3] , cells [4, 5] and dense suspensions of microswimmers [6] are active, meaning that the constituent particles generate motion by dissipating chemical energy, for example from ATP [7, 8] . This motion collectively manifests itself as a stress that keeps the system out of equilibrium. Active nematics exhibit rich pattern formation [9] [10] [11] and collective motion [12] .
Almost all studies of active nematics thus far have concentrated on bulk systems. However there are many examples where active material coexists with an isotropic fluid. These include active droplets [1, [12] [13] [14] , biofilms, bacterial colonies and bacterial carpets [15] [16] [17] , and layers of active fluid on a substrate such as in wound healing assays [18] . Existing studies include spontaneous division and motility of active nematic droplets through self generated flows [13] . However, we are not aware of research reporting the phase separation of active fluids nor the role of topological defects in lyotropic active nematics.
Therefore in this Letter we describe the behaviour of active nematic -isotropic mixtures. We show that active forces lead to nematic anchoring at the interface, as observed in growing bacterial colonies [19, 20] . Moreover, active forces elongate nematic domains in the direction parallel (perpendicular) to the director field for extensile (contractile) systems. The elongated domains are torn apart by hydrodynamic instabilites, which balance the tendency to phase ordering, forming a dynamic steady state with characteristic length scales. Furthermore, we find that defect formation is dominated by the ejection of point defects with topological charge +1/2 from the interface, leaving the interface itself with a negative topological charge.
The nematic order of the fluid is described by a symmetric, traceless tensor Q [21] . We assume that the director always remains within the plane of the system so Q αβ = S (2n α n β − δ αβ ) is two-dimensional, with n the director and S the magnitude of the order. The active nematic fluid is mixed with an isotropic fluid, and the amount of each is conserved. We use a scalar parameter φ to measure the relative density of each at a given point. The free energy of the system is
where A, C, K and L are positive constants. The first term in f is the bulk energy of the binary fluid [22, 23] , which has two equilibria at φ = 0, 1. The second term is the bulk energy of the liquid crystal [21] , and here it couples S to φ. We note that Q αβ Q αβ = 2S 2 , and thus isotropic order is favoured in regions where φ = 0, while nematic ordering with S = S nem is favoured where φ = 1. The third and fourth terms penalise gradients in φ and Q respectively. Both terms therefore contribute to the surface tension between phases, and the fourth term also provides the nematic elasticity. µ is a Lagrange multiplier that conserves the integrated value of φ.
The order parameters φ and Q evolve according to the convection-diffusion equations [24, 25] 
On the rhs of Eq. (5) the first two terms form the upper convected derivative, which accounts for the rotation of the nematic under shear. ζ is the tumbling parameter and
The final term describes the relaxation of Q to the minimum of the free energy:
. (7) The total density ρ and the velocity u obey
where b is a drag coefficient accounting for friction from the substrate. There are four contributions to the stress on the rhs of Eq. (9). The first is the usual Newtonian stress, with η the kinematic viscosity and p 0 = ρ/3 the isotropic pressure. The second and third are elastic stresses, with
(10) The final term is the active stress. χ is the strength of activity, and a positive (negative) χ corresponds to an extensile (contractile) material [26] [27] [28] .
We solve the equations of motion using a hybrid lattice Boltzmann method. This involves solving Eqs. (4-5) using finite difference methods, and Eqs. (8-9) using a lattice Boltzmann algorithm [12, 26] . Parameters used are S nem = 1, A = 0.08, C = 0.5, L = 0.005, K = 0.01, Γ = 0.1, M = 0.1, η = 1/6, b = 0.1, ζ = 0.3 (tumbling regime) and on average ρ = 40.
As a first illustration of the consequences of active stress in a lyotropic nematic, we show, in Fig. 1(a) , how a circular, extensile, active drop evolves with time. The drop extends parallel to the director field, and the surface alignment becomes predominantly parallel to the interface.
We stress that no preferred orientation of the director field at the interface is specified in the free energy (in contrast to [13] ). Rather, the active stresses alone generate a preferential orientation -a phenomenon that we shall therefore term 'active anchoring'. From Eq. (9), we identify the active force density as ∇ · (−χQ). Denoting the unit normal to the interface (pointing out of the nematic region) as m, the force density is
This active force has contributions from gradients in both the nematic order and orientation. The latter may be neglected if distortions in the director are small. In this approximation, the components of F active perpendicular and parallel to the interface area are
where l is the unit vector tangent to the interface. Both components contribute to active anchoring, but in different ways. First we consider the normal force component. From Eq. (12), we find that F active ⊥ = χ|∇S| where m and n are parallel, and F active ⊥ = −χ|∇S| where they are perpendicular. Thus, for extensile activity, the drop is extended where the interfacial alignment is homeotropic, and compressed where it is planar, causing an initially circular drop to be stretched along the nematic director as shown in Fig. 1(a) . As a result, the director field is oriented parallel to the interface everywhere except at the ends of the elongated structure. In the case of a contractile suspension, the forces are reversed, so that the nematic drop extends perpendicular to the nematic director, corresponding to homeotropic active anchoring.
However, elongation is not the sole cause of active anchoring, as can be seen by considering the tangential force, Eq. (13) . When the director is oblique to the interface (i.e. neither homeotropic nor planar), F active will be nonzero, generating a flow along the interface. The resulting velocity gradient between the interface and the bulk nematic has a tendency to rotate the director (assuming the system is flow-tumbling), as dictated by the convective terms of Eq. (5). In the extensile case, the director is in stable equilibrium when planar to the in- terface, as illustrated schematically in Figs. 1(b,c) . In the contractile case, the flow direction is reversed, rotating the director towards the homeotropic configuration. Thus, this rotation effect acts in accord with the elongation effect to produce the active anchoring.
Planar anchoring can be observed in a number of studies of growing bacterial colonies [19, 20] . We conjecture that in such systems, the division of bacteria along their long axis provides an extensile stress and hence active anchoring may provide an explanation for this behaviour.
In the last frame of Fig. 1(a) , the well known hydrodynamic instability of an extensile active nematic to a bend deformation is starting to develop. In a bulk system this leads to active turbulence. To understand its role in the behaviour of a lyotropic active fluid, Fig. 2(a,lhs) shows the time evolution of a stripe of extensile, active nematic. The bend instability leads to pronounced undulations of the stripe. Note the asymmetry between the rounded convex (with respect to the nematic) sections of interface and the cusp-like concave sections.
In the bottom snapshot in Fig. 2(a) , topological defects of charge +1/2 pinch off from the cusps and migrate into the nematic. This is in contrast to bulk active nematics, where topological defects of charge +1/2 and −1/2 are always produced in pairs [1, 10, 11] . Here, we will need to characterise topological charge in terms of a diffuse charge density, instead of point charges. We thus define the topological charge contained within a boundary loop ∂R.
which returns the standard definition [21] for S = 1. The corresponding charge density is
Note that Eq. (15) predicts that curved interfaces in general have a charge density. Assuming the director takes a constant orientation with respect to the interface, the charge density is positive for concave and negative for convex interfaces, and independent of the director orientation. However, it is apparent from Fig. 2(a,rhs) that the charge is not symmetrically distributed: the negative charge becomes widely spread over long regions of gentle curvature, while the positive charge is far more concentrated at sharp cusps. Eventually the positive point defects are pinched off, leaving behind a net negative charge at the interface.
To understand this asymmetry, we look again at Eqn. (16) . Assuming active anchoring (i.e. n remains perpendicular to m in the extensile case) and taking into account gradients of n, the force is
The first term represents the force arising from the gradient in nematic order, which always acts inwards. The second term may be of either sign depending on the position along the interface. As Fig. 2(b) illustrates, on the concave parts of the interface −(n.∇)n is opposed to m and therefore this force contribution is directed inwards, while at the convex parts, −(n.∇)n is aligned with m and hence the force contribution is directed outwards. Thus, in the concave parts, the two force contributions combine to give a strong force that pulls the interface sharply inwards, while in the convex parts, the two contributions are opposed so the resultant force is weak. For the case of a contractile active nematic, the evolution of topological charge is the same because the change of sign of χ is cancelled out by the change in active interface alignment from planar to homeotropic. When a uniformly mixed state of a lyotropic nematic is quenched to below its ordering temperature, the free energy in Eq. (1) drives it to phase-separate into nematic and isotropic regions. However, activity disrupts and limits the phase ordering. Nematic regions are carried around by the flow, dynamically colliding, breaking up, coalescing and being re-formed, and a steady state is reached where the domains size saturates. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where we show a typical configuration for a system of size 480 × 480 lattice spacings with periodic boundary conditions, activity χ = 0.005 and equal concentrations of the isotropic and nematic phases.
To quantify the characteristic domain size of the system, we construct correlation functions. The elongation effect suggests that we need two such functions, separately measuring the correlations parallel and perpendicular to the director. To this end, we define,
where N is the total number of simulation nodes,d is the unit vector along the displacement vector d, and g(r, r ) = (2φ(r) − 1) (2φ(r ) − 1) .
Radial averages of c and c ⊥ are plotted for an extensile system with activity χ = 0.005 in Fig. 4(a) . c decays more slowly than c ⊥ , which shows anticorrelations at medium distances. This is in agreement with the elongated domains that we see in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4(b) shows an extensile system with weaker activity. The correlation lengths are longer, indicating that the lower stirring of the system allows for the formation of larger domains, but the anisotropy remains. Fig. 4 (c) compares a passive system at a moment during the phase ordering process confirming that there is no domain anisotropy relative to the orientation of the director.
Another way in which the active lyotropic mixture is distinguished from both the passive lyotropic mixture and a pure active nematic is in the distribution of topological charge. In the case of a pure active nematic, with no isotropic regions, topological charge evolves through the creation and annihilation of pairs of +1/2 and −1/2 defects [10, 11] . This is shown in Fig. 5(a) , where charge is concentrated, with positive (dark) and negative (light) point charges equally abundant. Fig. 5(b) shows a system with the same value of χ, but with 50% nematic. A large number of positive point charges remain, but the negative charge is predominantly smeared along the interfaces. For comparison, Fig. 5(c) shows that there is little separation of charge in the case of a passive fluid undergoing phase separation.
To summarise, we have shown that active stresses at the interface between an active nematic and an isotropic fluid lead to domain elongation, effective anchoring and the asymmetric production of topological defects. Moreover active stirring causes phase-separating mixtures to reach a steady state characterised by finite domain lengths. We hope that our predictions will help to motivate and explain experiments on systems as diverse as bacterial colonies, crowded microswimmers and driven microtubule suspensions.
